


BIRDS WITHOUT A NEST

We are Slovene artists, friends that 
share a common story of having left 
Slovenia in search for artistic 
challenges and are now looking for a 
nest. Coming from the fields of 
creative documentary filmmaking, 
puppetry and participatory theatre we 
also share the artistic focus on 
improvisation, opening our creative 
processes to the audience and love for 
Mediterranean spirit.



AN ABANDONED FILM STUDIO VIBA FORNAČE in Piran



In 1960 Czech film director František 
Čap turned an old soap factory into a 
film studio. The golden era of 
Yugoslavian co-productions brought to 
Piran stars like Marcelo Mastroianni, 
Yves Montand, Klaus Kinsky, Sam 
Peckinpah and Orson Welles.



Today the complex is empty. The window view of the sea has been hidden by the overgrowned olive 
trees. But the roof is new, only one pipe is leaking and a visitor with a glimpse of imagination can still 
smell the spilled Sam Peckinpah's vodka and hear the flying button of Sophia Loren's décolleté.



Owned by the Slovene Ministry of Culture Viba Fornače 
hasn't been used for 20 years. Two studios, storage places, 
big kitchen, offices, a yard and a garden as well as rooms 
and suites for 50 people are awaiting  a new story.



In the nest we wish to hash our eggs; to work, play and 
share with the locals; to host our friends: international 
artists, academics and producers; to create a space 
where art and life intertwine and in the moments of 
common magic become one.



The new Minister of Culture of Slovenia 
is favorable to the idea of changing Viba 
Fornače into an international art platform 
run by our initiative. Currently we are 
applying for funds at Interreg Central 
Europe to cover most urgent renovation 
costs. Afterwards we wish to organize a 
conference with international guests, 
locals and policy makers in order to 
discuss all the possible futures of Viba 
Fornače together. We are looking for 
partners, international support and ideas.



WHO IS BUILDING A NEST?



LJUD explores the possibilities of artistic expression in 
public space based on INTERACTION rather than 
presentation. Ljud's main focus is developing a reciprocal 
relationship with its audience, encouraging the spectator 
to become a co-creator of a GAME, a RITUAL and a 
SOCIAL EVENT.

Ljud was founded with the support of In Situ network 10 
years ago. Since than LJUD’s ongoing expedition of "pink 
aliens" invaded more than 70 cities in 30 countries across 
the planet. From 2010 more than 20 “STREETWALKER 
open-air ready made galleries” opened their doors in EU, 
South Korea, Izrael and Belarus.

Currently we are entering other fields of performative arts 
– creating "ZONES OF STRETCHED RULES" for artists 
and audiences to share and play.

LJUD GROUP



MakeDox is an "onion-scened" multilayered platform 
connecting doc-makers and doc-lovers all over the 
world. Established in 2010 it nurtures several 
layers: MakeDox - a creative documentary film 
festival in Skopje is one of the most powerful 
catapults for creating cinema audience in Macedonia. 
Through Traveling cinema project MakeDox brings 
documentary films to villages and places that have 
never seen film before. Throught We are 
visual! program (suported by EACEA since 2012) also 
to all Macedonian high schools and primary schools.

The founders of MakeDox also run a production 
company: PETRA PAN Film - 14 years of making 
international documentary films and having fun.

MAKEDOX & PETRA PAN



Matija Solce is a Slovenian puppeteer, musician, 
director and a professor in Alternative Theatre and 
Puppetry at the Prague theatre academy (DAMU). In 
his works he closely connects music and theatre, and 
therefore his concerts often turn into interactive theatre 
performances, or his puppet shows become musical.

Since 2002 he has been regularly performing on 
international festivals around the globe (in the EU, 
Russia, Japan, Ecuador, Australia and Mexico) at which 
he received several awards. He is the founder of 
festival HISTeRIA – a annual melting pot of 400 artists 
from all over the world and the local people of Istria.

TEATRO MATITA 
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